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Abstract. This paper considers the linear complementary problem from a mathematical pro- 
gramming point of view. In particular, we consider a separable quadratic programmi ng model. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the linear complementary problem, given as follows: 
Find vectors z and y such that 
Now, 
y=Mx+q M = [mijl, 9 = (91, ...q7t)T 
(LCP) "2O,Y>O 
x=y = 0 
x = (Xl , . ..z.)=and y = (yl, . . . . y,,)= 
so that (l), (2) and (3) b ecome find ti, yi such that 
Let 
Then, 
Yi = 2 IJlijXj + Qi, i = 1, . . . . n 
j=l 
Xi zO,yi 10, i= l,..., n 
n 
c Xiyi = 0 
i=l 
lli = Xi - IJi 
u’ = xf - 2Xiyi + yfj 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(9 
(6) 
(7) 
so that 
Xiyi = x’ + y’ 
- u” 
2 (8) 
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2. THE QUADRATIC PROBLEM 
Then, consider the following quadratic programming problem: 
minimize f(t, y, u) = i e(Zz + yf - Uf) 
i=l 
Subject to yi - Cyzl,mijxj = qi, i= l,.**,n (QW 
Ui -Xi+yi=O, i= l,...,n 
Xi,& > 0, i = l,..., n 
NOTES. 
(1) The new variables ui are unrestricted in sign. 
(2) If there exists a triple (x’, y’, u’) such that f(z*, ye, u’) = 0, then (x1, y’, u’) solves 
(QW and, by (8) (I*, Y*, u’) solves (LCP), since by (5) and (8), f(x, y, u) 2 0, and 
thus (x1, y*, u’) is the global minimizer. 
Remark: Consider the convex quadratic programming problem 
minimize f(z) = cTx + xTQt 
Subject to A+ = b (QP1) 2 >, 0 where c = (cl , . . ..c.)~,Q is an n x n symmetric 
positive semi-definite matrix, A is an m x n matrix, and b = (bl, . . . . b,)T. Now, in matrix 
notation, the Karush-Kuhn Tucker necessary conditions to (QPl) are 
v=2Qx-AT/\+c (9) 
s=-Ax+b (10) 
I, A, v, s 2 0 (11) 
vTx+sTA=O (12) 
Let 
w= [:I, z= [;I, m= [aQ -:‘I, and q= [-f6] 
Thus, the associated (LCP) for (QPl) is find w and .z such that 
w=Mz+q 
w~O,z~O (LCPl) 
w** = 0 
(13) 
NOTES. 
(1) An optimal solution to (QPl) can be obtained by solving the equivalent linear com- 
plementary problem given by (9) - (12). 
(2) The matrix M is positive semi-definite since Q is positive semi-definite. 
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3. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE 
Example: Consider the following convex quadratic programming problem minimize 
f(z) = -611 + 217 - 3trt2 + 22; 
Subject to -tl - z2 2 -2 (QPI) %I,22  0. 
Thus, by (13), the equivalent complementary problem is 
where 
w=Mr+q 
W~O,%~O (LCP) 
WT.2 = 0, 
and the solution to (LCP) is z = (z~,z~,.zg) = ($,i,l), w = (~1,202,~s) = (O,O,O). 
Corresponding to (LCP), form (QPO) as follows. 
Minimize f(w, z, u) = f &(w~ + $ - uf) 
Subject to 
w1 - (4q - 2z2 + z3) = -6 
W2 - (-221 + 422 + 2s) = 0 (QW 
w3 - (- l.zl - 22 + Oz3) = 2 
Ul - z1+ Wl = 0 
u2 - z2 + w2 = 0 
u3 - 23 + w3 = 0 
Now, the solution to (QPO) is zi = (zi,zs,zs) = ($,i,l), w = (wi,zu~,wa) = (O,O,O), 
and u - (ur, ~2, us) = ($,$, 1) = z. Th en, 
$,f(zT,t;) = -y and X’ = 1. 
by (13), the solution to (QPl) is zi = $,z; = 
4. SUMMARY 
This paper has considered a linear complementary problem from a mathematical program- 
ming viewpoint. In particular, a separable quadratic programming problem is considered. 
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